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+441242515588 - https://www.gourmetsan.co.uk/

Here you can find the menu of Gourmet San in Cheltenham. At the moment, there are 6 meals and drinks on the
food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Gourmet San:

the phone order was polite patient and helpful with good advice on mixing the 5 different main and other dishes
we ordered. the delivery was fast and a very polite friendly man. the whole food was very good in the did, cook
high quality and ingredients, one of the best Chinese meals I had. the cost of the meal seemed surprisingly low

for high-quality food like this and with the delivery too. and I did not complain ab... read more. What User doesn't
like about Gourmet San:

Food came really quick and knew very quickly why . Chilli beef was absolutely disgusting tasted like been
cooked in oil that had been there for weeks. Wanted to throw up me and my partner have ordered in the past but
this was disgusting . When called up to express my concern was offered free food the next time . After spending

alot of money on this food I was far from impressed . Women on phone was rude will never or... read more.
Experience in Gourmet San from Cheltenham the diversity of scrumptious Chinese cuisine, traditionally

cooked in a wok, on the daily specials there are also a lot of Asian meals. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an
important part of Gourmet San. Anyone who finds the everyday and generally known meals too ordinary should

approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected combination of ingredients consume.
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�tra�
GINGER

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Appet�er�
SATAY

SATAY CHICKEN

Ingredient� Use�
CHILI

TRAVEL

BEEF

PAPRIKA

ONIONS

CHICKEN

DUCK

MEAT
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